JUNETIME 2019 PLANNING SHEET / SIGN UPS DURING TA TIME ON MAY
th

20!
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This year we’re having a mini-Arena Scheduling for Junetime. At TA time on Monday, May 20 you’ll find your randomlygenerated number on the board near the main entrance and get in line outside the cafeteria in that order—

6th & 7th graders get in line at 3:15
8th & 9th graders get in line at 3:30
10th & 11th graders get in line at 3:40
But the first step is to read the catalog and make a list of the Junetimes you’d most like to do! We recommend you have a list
of 5-10 of them, in case your top choices are filled by the time you get there! Each Junetime class will have some space for
6th & 7th graders, 8th & 9th graders, and 10th & 11th graders.

My top choices for Junetime are…
FULL DAY
FILL THIS SHEET OUT
and bring it with you
to the JT signups!
You need a plan in
case your top few
choices are already
filled when you get
there!

#______________________________
#______________________________
#______________________________
#______________________________
#______________________________

AM

PM

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

THERE ARE NO WAIT LISTS FOR JUNETIME! You MUST register for ONE full-day or TWO half-day (one AM
+ one PM) Junetime seminars. Check out the MAP of the ARENA on the back of this sheet so you can plan where to go!
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Outside entrance
to the parking lot

Map of the
CAFETERIA
for Junetime
signups
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ß FULL DAY CLASSES à
#1-23. Teachers of each class are available
to manage signups and hand out
information, including FT slips and anything
else they want students to know about their
course.

(kitchen / lunch line)

15 16

(get your
randomlygenerated
line
number
from the
board
inside the
main
entrance!)

AM & PM CLASSES #24-46. Teachers of each class are available AT THE ROUND TABLES
to manage signups and hand out information, including FT slips and anything else they
want students to know about their course.

EXIT

Students leave the
cafeteria via the door
closest to the teacher
lunch room
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-----------------FULL DAY JUNETIMES----------------1. ALTERNATIVE VOICES: WOMEN PLAYWRIGHTS AND PROTAGONISTS. Read, act, direct, and interpret these plays you may never have heard of—and
why? Theatre professionals choosing a season of plays, English teachers choosing literature to study, even scholars of theatre history are often ignorant
about playwrights outside the standard European canon. It’s possible to take a whole theatre history class in high school or college without learning about
one Female author [or even lead character]. Come learn about a few of these under-appreciated works, and judge for yourself if you see a difference in
perspective, or hear a different voice. Performance-based class, but bring your brains too. Tom, FULL DAY.
2. “BAND OF BROTHERS.” In this Junetime students will view the award-winning HBO miniseries called “Band of Brothers” that chronicles the experience of
the 101st Airborne Division in World War II. This will also include discussions about the 101st Airborne’s experiences in World War II. Given the graphic
content of the series, this is recommended for high school students only and students who sign up will need a permission slip from their parent. Brian &
David C., FULL DAY.
3. Beauty Around Us. Would our lives be calmer and less harried if we could turn bitterness into beauty, or replace invective with intelligence?--Jane Austen
Should you care to join Patti for three days in the countryside and local gardens, bring your lunch, a book or sketchpad, and a picnic blanket. This Junetime
will explore the beauty around us without fanfare or intensity. Patti, FULL DAY.
4. Cherrydale, Cherrydale; It's a Hell of a Town: This Junetime will pay homage to our beloved building and neighborhood, through the lens of “The
Simpsons.” We will aim to do a live action recreation of The Simpsons' opening, using shots filmed at HB and around Cherrydale as opposed to Springfield
Elementary and the city of Springfield. A student who can skateboard would be helpful. If this is too ambitious and isn't working out, we'll just order some
pizza and watch The Simpsons, and maybe I'll think of some "reoccurring thematic elements" to discuss or something. Steve, FULL DAY.
5. Culture Shock. Do you want to know more about HBCU's after seeing Beyonce's "Homecoming" on Netflix? Have you ever visited one? Or maybe you just
love learning about the positive impact of other races and cultures on our society and everyday lives! Join us as we take trips to explore, learn, and take it all
in! Nekya, FULL DAY.
6. DC’s Neighborhoods, Revisited. Visit three of DC’s hottest neighborhoods: we’ll spend time in the new SE (Yards Park, the Navy Yard, Nats Stadium) and
the new SW, days 1 (The Wharf, Audi Field, Michael’s house J) and 2 (Smithsonian Castle Gardens, L’Enfant Plaza, the Spy Museum). Michael Mandel, FULL
DAY.
7. Encounters with Animals - Learn about all kinds of animals, from the furry to the slimy and everything in between! We’ll get up close and personal with
some animal friends and learn more about their habitats and habits as well as how they help us humans through presentations from experts, nature
walks, trips and videos. If you love animals and want to learn more about them, this is the Junetime for you! Ackesha, FULL DAY à MIDDLE SCHOOL ONLY.
8. Explore Our Smithsonians: We are so lucky to live in an area where admission is free to so many world-class museums! One day will be spent at the
Smithsonian’s ZOO. You will see a couple of presentations, choosing between: Elephant Training Demonstration, Seal and Sea Lion Demonstration, Research
Demonstration (“Think Tank”), and/or Meet a Big Cat Keeper (among other possibilities). We will also do a zoo scavenger hunt (you will take a selfie with
some wild animals!). You will need to bring your phone to be able to connect to Google Classroom. One day will be spent at the newest Smithsonian, the
National Museum of African American History and Culture. The third day will be spent at two Smithsonian museums down on the Mall. The group will vote
on which museums to explore. You can visit exhibits and events which might include a flight simulator at the Air and Space Museum ($8 - $10), one of the
many IMAX movies ($7.50), live tarantula feeding at the Natural History museum, etc. We will eat lunch at the zoo/museums each day (you can either bring
your lunch or buy one). One day you will have the option to eat lunch at one of the many food trucks near the Mall. You will need money for the metro,
lunch (if you are not bringing your own), and the simulators and/or IMAX movie; however, exploring the zoo and museums is free! Travis and Rachel, FULL
DAY.
9. “Fixer Upper”: Classroom Edition. Do you (like me) love Chip and Joanna Gaines (of HGTV’s Fixer Upper fame)? Have you ever had an interest in interior
design or architecture? Do you want to have more control over the layout/design of the classroom spaces you spend time in each day? If the answer to any
of these questions is yes, then this Junetime is for you! Join me (Courtney) as we spend three full days designing some classroom spaces for next year. We
will watch a few episodes of Fixer Upper as inspiration and then get to work on planning classroom spaces for Anne’s, Kristen’s and Emily’s classrooms next
year. You will work in design teams to plan a classroom layout for a specific teacher and then pitch your layouts to the teachers who you’re designing
for. You will be responsible for staying inside a pre-determined budget and for meeting the ‘design priorities’ of your teacher ‘clients.’ Winning
layouts/designs will be utilized by your teacher clients in their classrooms next year.” Courtney, FULL DAY.
10. Girls Junetime Overnight Camping Trip & Outdoor Challenge Course. This is a girls-only Junetime and will feature Friday hanging out at Potomac
Overlook Park (picnicking, creating nature crafts, wading in the stream, etc.) as well as an overnight camping trip to Cunningham State Falls, MD on Monday
– Tuesday. Departure is 9:30am June 17thand we’ll arrive back at HB at 4pm on June 18th. On our camping trip we’ll head to a Challenge Course where we’ll
be doing fun bonding activities and enjoying time out-of-doors. We’ll also do some hiking, swimming, campfires, story-telling, etc. Anyone who signs up for
this adventure must be a strong swimmer and someone who enjoys sleeping/spending time outside. You will have a fun time on this trip if you are a
responsible, go-with-the-flow, and nature-loving gal. In order to attend this trip, you must have your guardians fill out a permission slip AND attend a pre-trip
meeting at I Block on Tuesday, June 4th in Room 202. The total cost of this trip is $80 per person (all meals included) – that said, please come see Sam,
Emily, or Melissa if you need a scholarship for this trip. Sam, Emily, Melissa & Lexi, FULL DAY.
11. GR 3: Grit, Gratitude & Green spaces. Do you enjoy getting outdoors and walking? Do you believe in making a difference? Well then, join us! We will
get outdoors and explore our surroundings by foot using the CHARITY MILES (free) app, to help a cause dear to us while visiting places around us. You need
to be willing to walk at least 5 miles per day with a cheery disposition and want to be outdoors every day. Some places we may go to include the Rosslyn
Corridor & Theodore Roosevelt Island, Smithsonian National Zoo and the US Botanic Conservatory. You may pack a lunch or eat locally at restaurants/food
trucks. Cecilia & Carrie Ann, FULL DAY.
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12. H.I.K.E.: Hike. Ice Cream. Kayak. Explore. Join us for three days of local adventure! Spend Junetime exploring nature and eating ice cream with
Catherine and Carolyn. Our first day will include an urban hike around the National Mall, pedal boating on the Tidal Basin, and exploring DC’s Wharf (with a
stop at Ben & Jerry’s). Day Two includes a walk along the C&O Canal, lunch in Georgetown (with a visit to the famous Thomas Sweet ice cream shop), and
kayaking in the Potomac. Our final day will take us to Potomac Overlook, where we will picnic in nature, and end with ice cream sundaes at HBW. Overall
cost will be around $15 a day (to cover metro and ice cream). Additional costs for optional lunch purchase. Students must be able to walk up to 5 miles every
day. Catherine & Carolyn, FULL DAY.
13. International Food and Fun in DC. We will explore the streets of DC, learning about and experiencing international food, culture, and fun. Our
exploration will include museums, restaurants, historical sites, and low-cost fun activities. Participants will need to pay for Metro transportation, lunch each
day, and minimal-cost fun Debbie, FULL DAY.
14. Juniortime. Calling all juniors! Come bond with your class for Junetime. Friday will be a combined practical and fun day in Arlington (location TBD) where
we will do some activities to get ready for a great senior year. Monday and Tuesday will be a camping trip at Sky Meadows State Park. Pick up permission
slips from Anuraag, Deidre or Jennifer. It is first-come, first-serve but we hope to have as many juniors as possible. There will be planning meetings coming
up soon to start making our camping plans. Deidre, Anuraag and Jennifer, FULL DAY.
15. Kawaii ❀❀❀ Do you love all things cute and Japanese? ❀ Then you are a fan of Kawaii!!! ❀ Kawaii is defined as the "Japanese artistic and cultural style
that emphasizes the quality of cuteness, using bright colors and characters with a childlike appearance." ❀ JuneTime participants will study and experience
Kawaii by creating origami, watching anime films and drawing anime, participating in chopstick games, and researching the history of Kawaii in Japan. ❀ We
will look at and try out marui ji (round writing), koneko ji (kitten writing), and burikko ji (fake-child writing) – the stylized script featuring curvy, noodle-like
lines next to hearts, stars, and cartoon faces. ❀ Do you think Japanese food is delicious? ❀ We will learn how to make some snacks, including sushi and
bubble tea, and participants will create a full Japanese meal. ❀Come experience Kawaii with your friends!!! ❀Participants will be asked to contribute a
$5.00 supply fee. ❀. Faylinda, FULL DAY.
16. Scavenger Hunt Adventures. During this Junetime, we will spend the first two days searching for various items at four different museums in D.C.
(Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, National Museum of African American History and Culture, National Museum of the American Indian, and
the National Gallery of Art). Then, on the third and final day, we will stay in Arlington and explore areas around H-B Woodlawn and possibly some other TBD
location(s) in the community. Please plan to bring money for metro rides and lunches. Chalis & LeAnn, FULL DAY.
17. Start your Summer Stitching Project! Bring your supplies (cardmaking supplies, scissors, needles, fabric, yarn… we’ll have some, too) for some summer
crafting projects. You’ll have the opportunity to start a project that you can continue this summer. Knit! Quilt! Embroider! Bead! Cross-stitch! Make
stationery and decorative cards! We’ll enhance our time together with a look at audiobooks and podcasts recommended by the library …because lapwork is
nice when you’re listening to compelling story telling. If you’ve always wanted learn to read or write in cursive, you’ll get the chance. DEFINITELY BRING
YOUR DEVICE and earbuds. Answers to your survey (after you sign up) will help you plan the cost of registration (likely $15 - $45 depending on the skills
building field trip(s) and off-campus dining options that the group selects. Besides enjoying time on campus, we will be out and about to learn from experts
additional gift-making skills. Maggie, FULL DAY.
18. Tailgate Tour - Do you like to travel? Do you like sports? Do you like food? Do you like music? If so, join our tailgate tour of the USA! Each day of
Junetime, we'll "visit" a different city where we'll learn about the local music and food traditions, sports teams and we'll cook up a fun lunch inspired by that
city. Wondering where we'll be going? You have to sign up to find out. Carl, FULL DAY.
19. The Built Environment. Human beings live in environments that we build. We build our cities, our towns, our neighborhoods, our streets, our sidewalks,
our houses, our rooms. We shape the material world around us -- and it shapes us. Have you ever noticed that it is difficult to get around Arlington without a
car? Have you ever noticed that people of different skin colors live in different areas? Have you ever noticed that you feel happier after spending time in a
park? These are all ways that the built environment touches our daily lives. In this Junetime, we will explore our built environment. We'll talk about the
history of cities. We'll visit interesting places in DC and Virginia. We'll meet the urban planners who are rebuilding Arlington. You will learn to see the world
around you as you never have before - and you will learn how to make it better. Bill P. and Taylor R. (HBW class of ’13), FULL DAY.
20. The Lost Art of Leisure. The idea of time has changed. In the digital age we are always connected, just a text or phone call away. In this class, we will
shed ourselves of our digital homing devices (absolutely NONE will be allowed!!!!) and re-learn what it feels like to lose track of time and savor the moment.
Possible activities include: having a languid tea or lunch, parlor games, croquet, kite flying, engaging in polite conversation, getting lost in nature, making
homemade ice cream (without a motor), running through sprinklers, letting a popsicle drip down your arm while savoring each bite, reading, sketching,
insect watching, changing plans, picnicking, writing (with a pen or pencil), and other activities that support slowing down and relishing life. It is only by taking
a step back and looking at the big picture that one can appreciate the way small things may create a perfect afternoon. If you are interested in helping us
create three of them, this may be the Junetime for you. Anne & Eric, FULL DAY.
21. Veggie Life. Prove your parents wrong (respectfully😊)! Learn how you can choose a vegan or vegetarian diet and still eat delicious food and get all the
protein you need. We'll make some yummy treats, watch some important films, and go out for at least one great vegetarian meal. Margaret S, FULL DAY.
22. Wars of American Involvement. We will take a cinematic journey of wars fought by Americans. We will watch the film, explore the historical accuracy
and examine how well Hollywood portrays all sides involved. The movies we will watch include: Civil war – Glory; Revolutionary War - The Patriot; WW1
– Warhorse; WW2 - Hacksaw Ridge; Vietnam War - Apocalypse Now. This Junetime is recommended for high school students due to the depiction of
graphic & violent content. Students will need a permission slip from their parent to watch the movies. Stefan and Rebecca, FULL DAY.
23. Zero Waste. Challenge yourself to be earth friendly and plastic-free in this exciting Junetime! We will make our own shampoos, deodorants, and scrubs
to show how you can be beautiful and plastic-free at home! Every day will start with a box of recyclables to repurpose into something new, as well as trips to
the vintage store to see reuse in action, and lunch out with prizes for as little waste as possible. We might spend some time creating a mosaic for the new
school out of plastic we collect here at HB and check out a short documentary about what we can do to better the world. Join us if you value fresh air and
clean water (both things we’ll enjoy!), and you have a desire to make Zero Waste! Kristen & Reina, FULL DAY.
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-----------------HALF DAY JUNETIMES----------------AVAILABLE IN THE AM (9:30-12)
24. Badminton (AM)! Badminton is a really fun game! We will not only play badminton for fun, we will get better at it. We will learn skills and strategies
and improve in both areas. We will do 2 types of singles tournaments and 3 types of doubles tournaments as part of the class. Sally Moss, HALF DAY—AM
is for Middle School students only.
25. Biking with Dave (AM): Experienced Riders. Experienced bike riders, join me to travel to places we can reach by bike in the few hours we will have
together each day! This session is for experienced bike riders… if you’re still learning, check out the PM session! Dave, HALF DAY, AM only.
26. Bridge (AM)! Do you enjoy cards? The coolest card game that exists is Bridge. If you enjoy Chess, you’ll love Bridge. It’s a thinking person’s game.
Come join us and learn to how to play. There’ll be instruction followed by lots of game play. Bridge is played with partners, so if you have a good buddy who
is also interested, sign up as a duo, though it’s fine to sign up alone (we’ll find you a partner). Bridge is an addictive game that’s loads of fun (and it’s not just
for people who are retired!) Mark, with special guest DAVID KOPPELMAN! HALF DAY, AM & PM.
27. Burning Down the House (AM)! What does it take for a house to be firesafe? We’ll study fire safety and make hypotheses about what will keep a
structure as safe as possible from fire… then build model houses, set them on fire, and see how well they hold up! Bill V., HALF DAY—AM & PM.
28. Earth Art (AM). Do you love art? Are you looking for a new way to approach your creativity? In this Junetime we will explore the art movement known
as Earth Art (also known as Land Art or Environmental Art). We will get to know the work of contemporary land artists such as Andy Goldsworthy and Robert
Smithson. Then we will try our hand at creating some works of our own using materials such as soil, rocks, water and plants. We will explore the bounds of
art through the responsible use of the (free!) materials available just outside our door. Gabby, HALF DAY, AM only.
29. Family Game Night (AM)! Do you enjoy a good old-fashioned competitive board game? Or are you simply looking for a fun half-day activity to enjoy
with friends? Join us for an open forum of board games. Sign up with your friends or come make new ones while we play games and eat snacks. You must
be willing to play board games with your Junetime mates. This is a screen free zone. Paul & Alison, HALF DAY—AM & PM.
30. HBW Sound & Light (AM). Are you interested in learning how lights and sound work for live performances? If you’ve ever seen an instrumental or
chorus concert, attended a play or musical, or enjoyed Night of Rock, then you’ve seen the results of a lot of hard work from the sound and light engineers. If
learning how to be part of that backstage magic seems interesting, then this is the June Time for you! Josh and Dan will teach you the basic principles of
design, setup, programming and running of both sound and light systems. If you’re only interested in one or the other, that’s ok too! Dan & Josh, HALF DAY,
AM & PM.
31. How to Comics (AM). Do you want to make a comic, but aren't sure where to start? "How to Comics" is the class for you! By the end of class, students
will have learned about character design, thumbnails, and constructing a narrative, and produced a one-page story. Bring your favorite art supplies, and
paper to sketch on. Sign up twice if you want to make comics all day! Noam Paris (HBW ’13), HALF DAY – AM & PM
32. Low Key Crafts (AM). Are you a crafty person? Do you aspire to craftiness? Join us in some fun and relaxing hours of crafting… enjoy everything from
making friendship bracelets and sculpey clay beads to decorating canvases and tote bags in this low-key craft experience. Leigh & Liz, HALF DAY – AM & PM.
33. Sketch like an Architect (AM). Architects keep sketchbooks of interesting details of buildings. When you sit and contemplate long enough to sketch a
portico, you start to see things that you normally would miss as you walk by. Training the eye is just as important as training your hand when sketching. It is
the one thing that I miss most about being an architect, but it is something that I still enjoy doing when I travel. We will stay in the neighborhood around H-B
Woodlawn, so as long as you have off-campus privileges already, you do not need a field trip permission form, but you will need a form if you do not! Since
we will be doing lots of drawing outdoors, please bring the following each day: Sketchbook; Drawing pens and/or pencils (charcoal and colored pencils if you
have them); Sunblock (we will be outside a lot – put it on at home if you prefer); Sunglasses and a hat. I look forward to seeing your sketches! KRIS, HALF
DAY, AM ONLY.
34. Songwriting - Creating Original Music (AM): Do you have song ideas bouncing around inside your head? Do you enjoy creating new music on your
favorite instrument? Do you want to create original music? Are you interested in writing songs, but sometimes to struggle to complete the writing process? If
you answered “yes” to one or more of those questions, let’s spend our Junetime writing songs. We’ll work individually and/or in small groups to write our
songs. Our goal is to have everyone write at least two songs during our time together. So grab your instrument of choice, come on down, and let’s create
music. We have just three prerequisites: (1) that you are comfortable and somewhat proficient (i.e. you can confidently and comfortably play at least four of
five chords) with your instrument, (2) you really want to create your own music, and (3) you are open-minded. Sign up for both AM & PM if you want to
write songs all day! Dan, Half Day, AM or PM.
35. Space Travel (AM). Get excited about current and planned space programs, and work on one of your own! We will keep up with the goings-on of the
International Space Station and check out NASA’s space exploration programs. Meanwhile, students will use Kerbal Space Program, a fun space flight
simulation, to design and build rocket ships, manned by their own crew of Kerbals, a cute people with large cylindrical heads. See if you can get them safely
to their moon and back! Laurie, HALF DAY, AM only.
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AVAILABLE IN THE PM (1-3:30)
36. Badminton (PM)! Badminton is a really fun game! We will not only play badminton for fun, we will get better at it. We will learn skills and strategies
and improve in both areas. We will do 2 types of singles tournaments and 3 types of doubles tournaments as part of the class. Sally Moss, HALF DAY—PM
is for high school students only.
37. Biking with Dave (PM): Beginners. New to bike riding, and still getting comfortable in the saddle? Join Dave for a fun intro to biking experience that will
have you feeling comfortable on the streets in no time! This session is for people who are newer to biking—experienced bike riders should check out the AM
session! Dave, HALF DAY, PM only.
38. Bridge (PM)! Do you enjoy cards? The coolest card game that exists is Bridge. If you enjoy Chess, you’ll love Bridge. It’s a thinking person’s game.
Come join us and learn to how to play. There’ll be instruction followed by lots of game play. Bridge is played with partners, so if you have a good buddy who
is also interested, sign up as a duo, though it’s fine to sign up alone (we’ll find you a partner). Bridge is an addictive game that’s loads of fun (and it’s not just
for people who are retired!) Mark, with special guest DAVID KOPPELMAN! HALF DAY, AM & PM.
39. Bugs, Bugs, Bugs (PM)! Do you love insects? Want to learn more about them? Spend some time with HBW’s resident entomologist, Meghan French!
Meghan, HALF DAY, PM ONLY.
40. Burning Down the House (PM)! What does it take for a house to be firesafe? We’ll study fire safety and make hypotheses about what will keep a
structure as safe as possible from fire… then build model houses, set them on fire, and see how well they hold up! Bill V., HALF DAY—AM & PM.
41. Family Game Night (PM)! Do you enjoy a good old-fashioned competitive board game? Or are you simply looking for a fun half-day activity to enjoy with
friends? Join us for an open forum of board games. Sign up with your friends or come make new ones while we play games and eat snacks. You must be
willing to play board games with your Junetime mates. This is a screen free zone. Paul & Alison, HALF DAY—AM & PM.
42. HBW Sound & Light (PM). Are you interested in learning how lights and sound work for live performances? If you’ve ever seen an instrumental or chorus
concert, attended a play or musical, or enjoyed Night of Rock, then you’ve seen the results of a lot of hard work from the sound and light engineers. If
learning how to be part of that backstage magic seems interesting, then this is the June Time for you! Josh and Dan will teach you the basic principles of
design, setup, programming and running of both sound and light systems. If you’re only interested in one or the other, that’s ok too! Dan & Josh, HALF DAY,
AM & PM.
43. How to Comics (PM). Do you want to make a comic, but aren't sure where to start? "How to Comics" is the class for you! By the end of class, students
will have learned about character design, thumbnails, and constructing a narrative, and produced a one-page story. Bring your favorite art supplies, and
paper to sketch on. Sign up twice if you want to make comics all day! Noam Paris (HBW ’13), HALF DAY – AM & PM
44. Knitting (PM). Are you a knitter? Or do you want to learn how to knit? Please join me in room 124 to learn new knitting techniques and make an
interesting project or two. If you have the following, please bring: Knitting needles; Yarn; Accessories; Patterns or photos of things you like. We will watch
some instructional videos that cover basic and more advanced techniques. We can take our projects outdoors if it’s nice outside, or watch a movie while
knitting if it’s not. I can’t wait! Kris, HALF DAY, PM ONLY.
45. Low Key Crafts (PM). Are you a crafty person? Do you aspire to craftiness? Join us in some fun and relaxing hours of crafting… enjoy everything from
making friendship bracelets and sculpey clay beads to decorating canvases and tote bags in this low-key craft experience. Leigh & Liz, HALF DAY – AM & PM.
46. Songwriting - Creating Original Music (PM): Do you have song ideas bouncing around inside your head? Do you enjoy creating new music on your
favorite instrument? Do you want to create original music? Are you interested in writing songs, but sometimes to struggle to complete the writing process? If
you answered “yes” to one or more of those questions, let’s spend our Junetime writing songs. We’ll work individually and/or in small groups to write our
songs. Our goal is to have everyone write at least two songs during our time together. So grab your instrument of choice, come on down, and let’s create
music. We have just three prerequisites: (1) that you are comfortable and somewhat proficient (i.e. you can confidently and comfortably play at least four of
five chords) with your instrument, (2) you really want to create your own music, and (3) you are open-minded. Sign up for both AM & PM if you want to
write songs all day! Dan, Half Day, AM or PM.
47. Think on Your Feet – IMPROV! (PM): How fast can you think on your feet? Jump into the world of improv! Learn how to say “yes” and go with the flow.
We will be playing a variety of acting games, building up to scene work by the end of the session. Shanna, HALF DAY, PM ONLY.

